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Curve Veering in Outer-Clamped Annular Plates Subject to
Nonuniform In-Plane Force

Kyung-Hwa Rim" and Chong-Won Lee""
(Received August 3, 1992)

The existence of curve veering phenomenon is investigated in outer-clamped annular plates
subject to in-plane force. The perturbation and Galerkin's methods are employed to vf:rify the

existence qualitatively and quantitatively, respectively. From qualitative and quantitative ana

lyses, it is found that the curve veering phenomenon may take place in outer-clamped annular
plates under nonuniform in-plane force.
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1. Introduction

Curve veering refers to the phenomenon obser

ved in plots of two adjacent natural frequencies
versus a parameter of a dynamic system. At a

point where the curves of natural frequencies
appear that they should cross, they may instead
approach one another quite closely and then

"veer" away. In the veering region, the modes
undergo abrupt changes in mode shapes, ex

change mode shapes and subsequently follow
path previously taken by the other curve. The

check about the existence of cure veering is neces
sary in explaining unexpected changes in calcu

lated natural frequencies, measuring mode shapes

and considering the mode shapes in design.
Researches about curve vering were actually

initiated by Leissa( 1974). Having reviewed a
number of papers which exhibited the curve veer
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ing aberration associated with plate vibraions, he
raised the question of whether curve veering
occurs due to the error from mathematical models

or approximate methods. But Kuttler and Sigil
lito( 1981) asserted, by using the upper and lower
bounds of natural frequencies, that curve veering

can be an actual phenomenon of the mathemati
cal model. Schajer( 1984) showed the curve veer

ing phenomenon in the discrete model of a rotat
ing circular string. Perkins and Mote( 1986) estab
lished the criteria to distinguish curve veering

from crossing in both continuous and discrete
models. The existence of curve veeirng, in contin

uous models, is also illustrated by utilizing the
exact solution of an elementary eigenvalue prob
lem. Recently Jei and Lee( 1990) verified the exis

tence of curve veering in rotor-bearing systems by
using the criteria presented by P,erkins and

Mote(l986). In addition, they showed, by using
the exact solution of continuous rotor models,
that the curve veering can take places as the
bearing stiffness and the rotational speed change.

In this paper, the existence of CurVf: veering in
continuous model of annular plates subject to
in-plane force is investigated by using the criteria
presented by Perkins and Mote( 1986). Curve
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where
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p(B) =Ao+ ~ CAqcosqB+ BqsinqB) ,
q~1

(3)

Fig. 1 Schematic figuration of an annular plate
under in-plane force

where M r and Vr denote the bending moment
and vertical force per unit length, respectively,

associated with the cross section whose normal is

r·
The arbitrary in-plane force, which is a peri

odic function with a period of 27[, can be expand
ed in a nondimensional Fourier series as

(I)

2. Equation of Motion

veering phenomenon is also examined as the

magnitude of nonuniform in-plane force varies,
through numerical analysis using Galerkin's

method.

where

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of an

annular plate which is free at the inner radius

R = a and clamped at the outer radius R = b.
And the annular plate is subject to arbitrary

inplan,~ force, P( B), along the outer edge, which

is a function of spatial variable B but assumed to
be tiffii~-independent.

Assuming small transverse deflections and neg

lecting the effect of damping, rotary inertia and
shear deformation, the equation of motion of the

annular plate, which is isotropic, homogeneous
and of uniform thickness, may be written in a
nondimensionalized form as

and

1 12
"-A,=,) P(B)dB,

'" 7[ 0

112

"A q =-- p(B)cosqB dB,
7[ 0

112
" -Bq=-- PCB)sinqB dB,

7[ 0

q=l, 2· ..

Imposing the static equilibrium conditions given

by

Here W(R, (J) is the transverse deflection, h the

thickness, E the elastic modulus, D the flexural
rigidity, II the Poisson's ratio p the density and (JJ

the circular frequency. And Nr(R,B), Ne(R,B)
and Nre(R,B) are the stress resultants in thick
ness. The associated boundary conditions become
at the clamped outer radius, r = 1,

12

"p(8)cosB dB=O,

12

"P<B)sinB dB=O,

one obtains

(4a)

w=o, Jzv -0Jr - ,

and at the free inner radius, r =a= a/ b

(2a)

(2b)

(4b)

The stress field of an annular plate under
arbitrary in-plane force can be obtained by using
Airy stress resultant function, f1)( r, 19), in plane
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stress conditions. The stress resultants are given in
terms of the Airy stress resultant function, for the
case of no body force, by

G (q, a) =2[ (rl q_1)2- q2rlq(a- a-I) 2],

CI(q, a)=1+rlq (-qrl+q-1),

cz(q, a)=1+rlq(qa- 2 -q-1),

C3(q, a) =rlq(rl q+qrl-q-1).

c. (q, a) = rlq(rl q
- qa-2 + q -1).

where

[A qsinq8 - Bqcosq8], (7)

(9)I~ ,- ~JI~minI~s- ~ ,I.
S,t4:-l,J

3. Qualitative Verification by
Perturbation Method

where

A perturbation method is used to verify the

existence of curve veering qualitatively. in outer
clamped annular plates subject to in-plane force.

The perturbation of in-plane force, t:"P( 8), in
eigenvalue problem is considered to investigate
the change of modal parameters according to the

variation of in-plane force. Eigenvalue problem

of an annular plate under in-plane force can be

expressed, by using the self-adjoint and positive

definite operators L. M and B r for in-plane force

P( 8), as

L[,p,]=,i,M[,p;], 0<8..:;,27[, a":;'r":;'l,

Br[,p,]=O. at r=l

and r=a; 1'=1,2,3.4. (8)

Here ,p, and w, are the i-th mode shape (eigenfun
ction) and natural frequency, respectively. And
the boundary operators B r are derived from Eqs.
(2a) and (2b).
Note that the perturbation t:"P(e) in in-plane

force results. in the perturbation t:"L only in the
operator L. To evaluate the criteria of the curve
veering in the eigenvalue problem, assume that
there exist two nearly equal eigenvalues, ~, and

~J' in the unperturbed problem, satisfying

(5)

(6a)

(6b)

- a [ 1 ( a(/) )JN ro = -ar r a8 .

and at r=a

Nr=O, Nro=O.

00

Nr(r, e)=AoHr(r, 0)+ "'2:. Hr(r, q)
q~2

[Aqcosq8 +B qsin8],

No(r, e) =AoHo(r, 0) +"'2:. Ho(r, q)
q~2

[Aqcosq8 + B qsin8],

Nro(r, e)="'2:.Hro(r, q)
q=2

The solutions of the Airy stress resultant function
can be obtained by considering single valued

stresses and displacements, and substituting the

boundary conditions into general solution of the

equation, \74 (/) =0. The boundary conditions for
outer-clamped annular plate subject to in-plane
force are gi ven as, at r = I,

Substituting the Airy stress resultant function into
Eq. (5), the stress resultants are obtained as

Hr(r, 0) = 1~rl(1- (~)2),

Ho(r, 0) = 1~rl(1+ (~)2),

and for q *0

Hr(r, q) = ~[Clqrq-2-C2(q-2) r q

-c3qr- q- 2+c.(q+2) r- q],

Ho(r, q) = ~[ -clqr
q
- 2+c2(q+2) r q

+c3qr- q- 2-c.(q-2) r- q],

H ( ) - q [ q-2+ qrO r, q - G - CI r C2 r
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where Gi (8) is the function symmetric or anti

symmetric with respect to B=0. When LlP (0) =
LlAqcos(jO, D2d,~ is given as

turbed modes with nodal diameters consist of a

pair of (m, n)S and (m, n)A taking symmetric and
anti-symmetric mode shapes, respectively, with
respect to one of the major principal axes as

sociated with initial in-plane force Po (0) = A qo
cos(jO,i,e. 0=0 here. And unperturbed modes
without nodal diameters, (O,n), are classified as
(m,n)S modes due to symmetric property of

associated mode shapes. Thus the unperturbed
mode shapes ¢/s can be expressed as

By using perturbation method (Perkins and Mote,
1986), the considered eigenvalues can be pertur

bed, 10 the second order, as

(10)

where

du=dj£= <LlL(¢J, ¢i>

12Jlll, - o¢, O¢j
= ILlNr-~"---r

o a L or or
- a¢i a¢j 1+LlN ---- ---- ----

e 00 00 l'

+LlN 8(a~¢.i.}¢J_+~1!.i.0¢-L)·.]drd8,
r or 00 00 or

¢i(r, 0) =Fi(r) Gi(O), (12)

and L1Nr (y=r, 0,1'0) are the perturbation of

stress resultants due to LlP (0). With the expan
sion of d u in Taylor series about P (0) = Po (0)

in Eq. (10), the perturbed eigenvalues are obtined

as

Ai=~i+(Dldi;)'::+--2t-T~; (D2d,~),::2,
11 i Aj

Aj= ~j+ (Dld;;),::- ~ T~ ~j (D2d,~) ,::2,

( I I)

where D l = o~ Ipo' D2= 0~21po and e is the norm

of perturbation LlP (0). Note that D2d,/ mea
sures the coupling of the unpertubed modes.

Without coupling, D2d,~=O, Ai and AJ are local
ly independent and free to cross, but with cou

pling, D2dl*0, loci concavities depend strongly

on the:ir separation I~i- ~Ji. Thus the value of D 2

dl indicates crossing or veering in the vicinity of
two nearly equal natural frequencies. Since the

terms in ,::2 order have opposite sign in case of D2

dl*O in Eq. (II), the loci of Ai and Aj veer
towards each other.

In order to verify the existence of curve veering

phenomenon in annular plates under in-plane
force, consider the case of LlP «(}) = LlAqcos(jO,
that is, the perturbation in a single Fourier series
component of in-plane force. From the results of
qualitiative analysis (Rim and Lee, 1991), unper-

where Hr(r, (j) (y=r, 0, 1'0) associated with
stress fields is given in Eq. (7).

Now consider two cases:perturbations in uni

form «(j =0) and nonuniform (.1';100) in-plane

forces. When (j =0, the vanlue of 1]2 di~ vaishes in
all modes. Thus curve veering docs not take place

in annular plates under uniform in-plane force.

When (j *0, the value of D2d,~ depends on the
symmetrical property, with respect to 0 =0, of
mode shapes, ¢i and ¢J' When ¢i and ¢j are
both (m.n)S or both (m,n)A mode shapes,D2 dl
may not be zero. Then the curve veering can
occur. In the other cases, D 2dli always becomes
zero. Thus curve veering does not take place
between (m,n)S and (m,n)A modes.
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4. Quantitative Verification by Galer
kin's Method
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Since the exact solution of Eq. (I) does not
exist, Galerkin's method is employed. In order to

apply Galerkin's method to eigenvalue problem,
consider a complete set of comparison functions

which are the mode shapes of an annular plate
without in-plane force. Then the mode shapes of

an annular plate under in-plane force can be
approximated, by using the pairs of comparison
function, uiiln (r, 8) and U~n (r, 8), as

( 14)

where

60

@
(4,0)5

Here Wi and Xi are the natural frequency and the
coefficient vector of comparison function associat
ed with the i-th mode, respectively.

Now natural frequencies of outer-clamped an- The existence of curve veering phenomenon is

5. Conclusions

A2

Fig. 2 Natural frequencies and mode shapes in case
of P(B) =A2cosZB
:--, veering modes «O,I),(4,O)S)

;---, other mode «4,O)A)

nular plates under nonuniform in-plane force A 2

cos28 is investigated so as to show the curve
veering phenomenon. The results are described in

nondimensional form and the following numeri

cal values have been used: Poisson's ratio, lJ =0.

3; radius ratio, a= 1/3. The integration process in
radial directiion uses the ten-point Gauss Legen

dre integration method with five intervals.
Figure 2 illustrates the curve veering phenome

non in the variation of natural frequencies and
mode shapes as nonuniform in-plane force in
creases. These are curve veering between (0, I)

and (4, O)S, and, crossing between (4, O)S and (4,

O)A. The mode shapes represented by the nodal
lines change abruptly in the transient zone of

curve veering. The symmetrical properties of
modes which induce curve veering in Fig. 2
accord with those presented in perturbation meth

od.

(16)

yielding the matrix equation as

KXi=AiMxi

uii.n(r, 8)=Rmn(r)cosm8, U~n(r, 8)
=Rmn (r)sinm8.

Here amn'S and bmn's are the coefficients of com
parison functions, and m( m') and n( n') are the

number (maximum number) of nodal diameters
and nodal circles, respectively, of (m, n) mode.

And Rmn (r) consists of Bessel functions. By
using the assumed mode shapes in Eq. (14), the
Galerkin's integral can be expressed as

(J)}
8) [L(¢) -AM(¢)]rdrd8

=~},
g=1,2, "'m', h=1,2, '''n', (15)

where the size of mass and stiffness matrices, K
and M, associated with operators, Land M,
respectively, becomes 2(m'+I)(n'+I)x2(m'+
1) (n' + 1) and

w;b 4 ph
Ai= D '

xF={a&i/, ab\!, ''', a~h, bU,l, bd!l, "', b!':~}.
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qualitatively and quantitatively investigated in
outer-clamped annular plates under in-plane
force, by using the perturbation and Galerkin's

methods, respectively.

By use of criteria established by Perkins and
Mote( 1986), the existence of curve veerings is

verified in the eigenvalue problem associated with
the continuous model of an annular plate under

nonuniform in-plane force. And the numerical
simulation using Galerkin's method confirms that
the curve veering phenomenon can take place as

the magnitude of nonuniform in-plane force

vanes.
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